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These mittens are thick and juicy. Just like a freshly cut avacado!

SIZES: adult small

MATERIALS:

Yarn weight: worsted 
 2 skeins of MacAusland's 2 ply - 1 black and 1 natural
 For the motif:
 MacAusland's forest green, gold
 UltraAlpaca by Berocco in lime
 Cascade in avocado green

Needles: double pointed needles in size 3mm

Notions: scrap yarn, needle for sewing in ends, sticky notes for keeping 
your place if you like

GAUGE: 12 sts x 15 rows = 2" x 2"

METHOD

Begin by casting on 52 sts using the i-cord cast on method.
Divide stitches on 4 dpns so that the 29 front sts are on two needles and the 
remaining 23 palm sts are on opposite needles.

Knit three repeats (or desired length) of wave pattern 
Follow charts and insert thumb gusset when indicated.
Transfer thumb sts to scrap yarn and cast on 11 sts when indicated on chart.
***If you do not plan to knit a liner cast on 9 sts for a snug thumb.

Palm chart is for the right hand mitten. For left mitten the thumb will be on 
the opposite side of the palm.

Once chart is finished break yarn and bring through remaining sts. Weave in 
all ends.

Pick up 52 sts around cuff and knit liner.

The Liner is knitted in plain stockinette sts to fit the mitten exactly. Thumb 
gusset is began in row 19. Once thumb gusset is knitted cast on 9 sts instead 
of 11 so the thumb fits happily into the outer layer. 

Be mindful of the decreasing section with the liner so that it may decrease

NOTES

These mittens are designed for small adult hands. Without the lining they 
would be a better "one size fits all". The cuff is relatively short so adding 
another repeat or two would be great. If you are making them for large 
hands then it would be good to add pattern on both sides as well as more 
repeats of the wave pattern for the wrist. 

I chose to do a backwards version of the wave pattern so the wrists of the 
mittens are mirrored but if you prefer simplicity then keep them the same! 

This thumb gusset is not my favourite. I think that if the increases 
happened every second row instead of every row then that would create a 
much nicer thumb gusset. If you are familiar with the invisible thumb 
method that might work well. 

The avocado is worked the same way you work any intarsia which is to say 
less than smooth. Turning around at each row did not feel rhythmic. I had 
an afterthought recently wondering if it might be nice to knit them flat and 
seam them together afterwards.

The avocado side without a pit had many trials in order to see which stitch 
combination would be best to show the place where the pit used to be. It 
could also be knit using a slightly darker colour in the hole. Or try a 
different stitch combination.






